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Submission to the Local Government and Communities Committee 
On the Scottish Government’s CHP and WD Programme  

By 
McSence Heatwise Ltd 

 
McSence welcomes the opportunity to present our views to the members of the Local 
Government and Communities Committee. These observations are made in the hope 
that all stakeholders will benefit from their airing and it is hoped that, as in the past when 
such observations have been made they are seen as constructive, we make no criticism 
of McSence’s relationship with the current managing agent. 
 
Our key concerns are: 
 

• Inconsistencies in allocation of works at a time when demand for inclusion on 
both the CHP and Warm Deal has never been greater 

• Consistently poor communication between the current managing agent and 
installers 

• Poor payment terms, often in clear breach of the 28 days recommended as the 
norm for public sector suppliers 

• Differential pricing between the insulation installed under the Warm Deal and 
Central Heating parts of the programme when the work is the same 

 
McSence Heatwise Ltd. with its sister companies in the McSence Group are all 
sustained through the profits they make and are committed to creating long term 
employment opportunities, developing entrepreneurial spirit and injecting money into the 
communities of Mayfield and Easthouses to aid regeneration in Midlothian. 
 
Our company is an active member of Energy Action Scotland (EAS) and the National 
Insulation Association (NIA).  We are also members of the Cavity Insulation Guarantee 
Agency (CIGA), the British Board of Agrement (BBA), the Council of Registered Gas 
Installers (CORGI) and the Oil Firing Technical Association (OFTEC) among other 
industry recognised bodies. We have helped deliver elements of national fuel poverty 
reduction schemes since the company’s inception in 1991, initially with insulation works 
and latterly insulation, heating and associated works. We continue to do so as a 
subcontractor to Scottish Gas, the current managing agent for the Central Heating 
Programme and Warm Deal scheme. 
 
While McSence are strong supporters of the current CHP and WD Programmes and the 
clear benefits that they bring to a vulnerable section of the Scottish population we, like 
others, are experiencing difficulties with the delivery mechanism. 
 
The following is a synopsis of some of the issues that McSence Heatwise Ltd. is and has 
contended with. 
 
Continuity of work 
 
The handover between Eaga Partnership Ltd. and Scottish Gas was not seamless and 
as a direct result there was a significant loss of work available to heating and insulation 
installers for several months after the October 2006 start date. McSence as a contractor 
to the previous managing agent were available from the 1st October 2006 to carry out 
work but was not allocated work for 2 months after that date although they had fitters 
standing by to carry out installs. Even after work started volumes were much less than 
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those that had been available during Eaga’s tenure of the programme, despite clear 
indications to Holyrood from available information that the waiting list/demand from 
eligible applicants was as strong as ever. During that time installers absorbed significant 
losses to keep businesses intact and are still feeling the impact of these financial 
strictures indeed there are businesses that have stopped trading as a direct result in the 
drop of work volume and prices received from the CHP and Warm Deal. 
 
Volume of work 
 
Central Heating installations have from time to time been at a level where we can do no 
more than operate on a break even basis. The inconsistency of work levels issued have 
also been a problem in as much as they have varied on a weekly basis for example 18 
one week and 11 the next and operational costs have had to be borne for idle teams for 
whom work was expected. 
 
 A further issue is that McSence are registered to carry out work on Gas, Electric and Oil 
installations but have only done Gas to date in our opinion an under use of available 
resource. 
 
Price of work 
 
Insulation 
 
The price that work has been offered has been on a fixed basis from Scottish Gas in 
their role as the main contractor. 
 
Previously this work went out to competitive tender with on occasions as many as 10/12 
contractors submitting prices for operational areas. This competitive tendering process 
allowed for 

• Prices to be market  and geographically driven,  
• Contractors to submit prices that their businesses were able to sustain 
• Capacity to be available to deliver the Scottish Governments targets. 

 
Pricing previously had a true Scottish dimension to it with its roots in knowledge of 
Scottish property. Recent pricing has had its basis in English systems, sizes and 
construction which are known to be different to those in Scotland. Although Scottish Gas 
has made conscious efforts to redress that situation there is no escaping the fact that the 
pricing matrix is more suited to the position in England. 
 
Additionally the conversion from a payment structure based on actual volume installed to 
a fixed payment by house type has caused confusion and contradictory arguments about 
rates. 
 
The grant maximum for Warm Deal has remained unchanged at £500 since its inception 
in 1999 since when there have been significant material prices increases (some times 
twice per year) and wage increases to contend with. This has inevitably meant over the 
years that less insulation work has been done on property under Warm Deal 
arrangements and it certainly been a long time since more than one major measure can 
be done in the same house, a situation hardly conducive to effectively reducing fuel 
poverty. We have noted a number of Written PQs in recent months querying how many 
– or how few – measures could be fully installed within the £500 limit. 
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Insulation works are carried out as part of both the Central Heating Programme and 
Warm Deal Programme and the work is the same yet there is a significant price 
differential between the two elements, WHY? Prices were at one point both the same 
and recognised as uneconomic and after much lobbying by the industry and explanation 
of why the prices were unworkable the arguments were accepted by Scottish Gas and 
the payments for WD work were increased. However the prices for CHP remained the 
same, there seems no discernable logic at all in this decision. WHY? Because of this for 
some time McSence Heatwise Ltd. did not carry out insulation. However after having 
been assured on a number of occasions that pricing would be reviewed and with the 
alternative being that insulation teams would have to be paid off McSence started to 
install CHP insulation work. Because there was no price review published Mcsence were 
only able to sustain that position for a period of time during which they were paid 
£31,991.49 for works which under comparable contracts including these enjoyed under 
Eaga would have paid circa £48,000 effectively meaning that McSence subsidised the 
Scottish Government’s programme to the value of around £16,000.  As a business 
enterprise, that level of ‘support’ is clearly not sustainable 
 
It is also clear that price converted back to square metres prices on the house band 
method neither cover the costs to install nor follow a discernible pattern. Prices per 
square metre for 270mm loft insulation range between £3.28 and £5.55 with the former 
barely covering material costs let alone labour and overhead costs. 
 
For the record in comparison with prices given under the previous managing agent for 
insulation works. The current scheme arrangements are paying on average 90% of Eaga 
prices for WD work and 70% of Eaga prices for CHP work despite multiple material price 
increases each of which were approximately 8-9% and also wage increases in the 
intervening period.  Eaga prices were determined by a tendering process where 
contractors were competing for work and therefore obliged to keep them to a competitive 
level. 
 
Insulation work has been allocated as far distant as Glasgow and Ayr which makes 
prices offered even more uneconomical 
 
Heating 
 
Initially the all inclusive price offered to contractors was so low (in the order of £400/£500 
per system less than under the previous managing agent) that it is our opinion that many 
contractors deliberately held back on capacity offered to the managing agent to limit the 
losses that they would sustain whilst still wanting to show that they were committed to 
the programme. After some time a list of work that would attract additional payments 
was published and although one of these has been subsequently removed there has 
been a net increase to the amount capable of being billed although it still falls somewhat 
short of that which seems reasonable to cover costs and make an acceptable return. 
 
There have been suggestions that the introduction of “Capped” heating system costs 
may lead to inadequate funding for insulation works to be carried out, whether this in 
some way supports the opinion that there are proportionately fewer installations of 
insulation measures being carried out alongside heating installations it is difficult to say. 
 
Whereas the Scottish Government are proud that this scheme is not means tested there 
is anecdotal evidence to suggest that the scheme is being used as an emergency 
replacement service and by those who may not be in such desperate straits as others. 
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Payments 
 
Payments to suppliers have been very poor and McSence Heatwise still has invoices 
unpaid since March 2007 this is nearly 10 months overdue. We believe that Scottish 
Gas’s payment to suppliers should be the same as that given to them by the 
Government – 28 days, our debtor days in relation to this contract are twice (circa) that 
number and has been more than 3 times that number. Our outstanding payments up to 
120 days and over have been as high as £500,000 and as a result have had to take on 
significant debt burden to support that situation.  
 
Although the situation has improved the legacy of this position is still with us 
 
We suggest that this is an unacceptable situation and that it requires to be addressed 
and stopped immediately so that onerous debt burdens can be removed from 
contractors.  
 
Organisation and Communication 
 
Scottish Gas has been in a state of organisational flux for the last year, we have had no 
single point of contact over much of this time which is especially frustrating when we 
provide a wide range of services to Scottish Gas from eligibility surveys through heating 
and insulation installation to post installation inspections. 
 
The business seems to work in silos with a great deal of activity particularly senior 
decision making taking place in Stockport. 
 
We believe the programme as handed down to Scottish Gas by Communities Scotland 
has been more complex in its administration than they believed and therefore claims that 
installers costs would be saved by reduced administration have not materialised indeed 
administration costs have gone up 
 
Suggestions for the way forward 
 

• That CHP and WD pricing be equalised and at a level that is economical to all 
contractors 

• That payment within 28 days as per Scottish Government guidelines be 
mandatory 

• That efforts be made to ensure adequate planning windows for contractors 
• Reform the Fuel Poverty Forum which has not met since early 2006 to provide an 

impartial, non politicised base from which to appraise scheme performance and 
suggest possible changes 

• Any discussion and revision of the programme to be done in public. 
• Have CERT funding incorporated into the mainstream fuel poverty reduction 

schemes to allow a more coordinated approach with less potential overlaps in 
support / grant provision 

• Use the fuel poverty reduction programme to foster a more direct approach 
towards training people to install and support the installation of micro generation 
technologies 

• A mechanism is required to automatically react to National Pay Awards and 
increases in base material prices such as insulation materials where there is a 
limited supplier base and copper which is subject to global pricing 
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• Every effort must be made to ensure that all necessary insulation works be 
carried out at one visit and that there are no unreasonable cash limits imposed in 
ensuring that this is done, especially where funding is also given for heating 
measures, so that the applicant gains full fuel poverty reduction benefits. 

• In addition, we believe the Committee should support Energy Action Scotland’s 
call for a review of eligibility criteria to ensure that those in most need of the 
benefits of the CHP and Warm Deal support can be better targeted.  

• Ensure the separation of Managing Agent and Main Contractor responsibility with 
a tendering opportunity for work geared towards a competitive, non monopolistic 
supply of adequate capacity from local suppliers. 


